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Abstract. It is shown that there is no effective prccedure for determining wl-erther or not two terms 
of the language of second-order logic have a comml:lI instance. 
The unification problem for a formal language is the problem of determining 
whether any two formulas of the language possess a common instance. The problem 
for first-order languages has long been known to be decidable [4], and efficient 
algorithms for finding common instances have been devised (see [3]j. Algorithms for 
first-order unification underlie resolution methods for automatic theorem proving. 
On the other hand, for third-order languages thee problem is undecidable [ 11, In this 
paper we show the unification problem for second-order languages undecidable, by 
reducing Hilbert’s Tenth Problem to it. 
We shall consider a simple second-order language L, whose formulas are terms 
+:rat may contain both individual and function variables. The unification problem for 
L differs from that for first-order languages in that, to obtain instances of a term of L, 
function v&;iables as we I! 2s individual variables may be instantiated. 
More precisely, language L contains an infinite sup; $1~ of individual variables, an 
infinite supply of n-@ace function variables for each it > 0, and some number of 
irxhvidual and fuxacti(,n constants. For the moment, we require L to contain at least 
two individual constal:is 4 and b and one 2-place function constant g. (This 
reqG.remenr may be weakened; see Section 3.) The terms of 
inductively thus: any individual constant or variable is a term; if 
function constant OF variable and el, . . . , e, are terms, y2 > 0, then F(el, . . . , a,) is a 
s. To specify the n.otion of insta 
senl functions. ence we consider Ken expaea 
re 
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language L by having WI, W, l l l as additional individual variables. rms of L* are 
constructed from the individual variables and constants of L” just: as Scr L. The 
of a term t of L* is the largest m such that wm occurs in t ( = 0 if t is a term of 
elow we shall use ‘term’ for ‘term of L*’ and ‘proper term’ for ‘term of L’. 
Intuitively, we may take a term t of degree Gn to represent an n-phace function: at 
arguments represented by pro r terms dl, . l . 9 dn the value of this function is the 
individual represented by the oper term c3btained from F by replacing ~1, . . . , w,, 
with dl, . . . , d,, respectively. (Thus t reTP esents infinitely many functions, one 
n-place function for each n greater than or equal to its degree. 
t, then the values of such a function do noi depend on the kt 
A substicgutiun is a finite set {ul 1 tl, . . , v,, 1 fn] of pairs such tha? P , . . . , v, are 
distinct variables of L* an , for each i s ri, if vi is an individual variable, then ti is a 
proper term, and if vi is an m-place function variable, then ti is a term of degree sm. 
The result s6 of applying a substitution 8 = {vl 1 tl, . . , , v,, 1 tn} to a term s is defined 
thus: 
(1) if s is an individual variable and s = Ci for some i s n, th an s8 = ti ; 
(2) if s is an individual constant or an in&viP.al variable no i among vl, . . . , vn, 
then s@=s; 
(3) if s =F(sl, . . . , ere F is a function constant or a function variable not 
among vl, . . . , v,,, then se = F(s& . . . , s,,$); 
(4) if s = F(sl, . . . , sm), where F is a function variable nd F = vi far some i s n, 
then ~4) = ti(w,lslO,. . . , w, Isme}. 
Note that if YI 1, . . . , vn are all individual variables, then, for every term s, se is the 
result obtained from s by simultaneous replacement of vl,. . . , :‘J, with tl, . . . , t ,,, 
respectively. Note too that if s is a proper term, then so is se for every substitution 8. 
Thus an instance of a proper term e is simply any term ee for some substitution 8. A 
substitution 8 is a unifier for a pair (d, e) of proper terms iff de = ee. The unification 
problem for L is the problem of determining, given any pair (d, e) of proper terms, 
whet.her there exists a unifier for (d, e!, 
e take the unification problem to concern proper terms only. Sometimes, 
however, it is formulated to include expressions representing higher-order objects as 
well. Although this broader formulation allows a somewhat simpler u 
proof, it is not relevant to the usual systems of second-order logic. 
resslons representing second-order objects never occur alone: they 
always occur wit their argument places fille 
er terms whos mon instances are at issue. 
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r all terms tl, . . . , t,,, n > 0, , GE .ie a km [t,, . . . , t,,] thus: [t] = t $m ex 
arly [sl, . . . , s,] = [tl, . . . , tJ if and or 
r for a set {(dl, el), . . , , (d,, e,)} o 
, . . . , d,], Eel,. . . , e,]), andconversely. ?hus 
undecidability of the unification problem for finite sets of pairs 
Note that [tl, t2] is just g(tl, tz). For the sake of perspicuity, we shall use the former 
notation below rather than the latter. Also note that [tl, . . . , tk, [tk+l, tk+z]]= 
[t 1, 0 . l , tk, t&+1, fk+2 1 l 
For each n 2 0 and each term t, let. fit be the term defined inductively thus: fit = t; 
n + 1 t = [a, et]. Equivalently, Et = [a, . . . , a, t], with n occurrences of a. Yer=ce 
n”t=fitiff n=m. 
We can easily construct a pair of proper terms any unifier for which ‘simulates’ 
addition. Let &, F2, & be l-place function variables, and let 8 = {Fl[ iiwl, Ir;; 1 riiwl. 
.F3 1~~~) for m, n, p > 0. T~EI clearly 8 is a unifier for the pair (F#“&z)J, F,(tz)) if and 
(Ionly ifp = m + n. The heart of our proof is the construction of a set of pairs of terms 
any unifier for which, in an analogous ense, simulates multiplication. 
Let F1, F2, & be l-place function variables and let G be a 3-place function 
variable. Then let 
& = Way by C[r’;;CaL F&91, al), cl= Cl& bl, GFiW9 lb, 41, 
e.2 = Xb, al, G(Fdb), ia, a?]- 
Lemma. For all m, n, p 2 0 there is a uni,tier 8for ((d;, eI), (dz, ez)) containing the pairs 
Fa 16~~1, &I fiwl, and 1”; ],fiwI if and on/y if p = m , n. 
Proof. Let m, n, p 3 0. Deiine four substitutions thus: 
VI = Iw+, H&, w&Pa, fib], a]), 71 ={w&+% WzIib, w&4, 
c2={wllb, AQ, ~42% fial,4, 72={wIIfib, ly,Iid2, w&2}. 
If, for some term u, a substitution 8contains FI I fi w 1, F2 I 6w 1, F3 1 pw 1 and G I u, then 
dl@ = uq, d28 = 24~9, el8 = [[a, b], UT,] and e28 = [[E., a], ~721. For each k 20 let 
tk =[m * kwl, 6~21. Note that 
t~~l=:[m~(k+l)a,k+lb]=t~+IaI and tka2’[m~(!c+B)E,k+la]=~tk,l~2. 
(a) ‘If’, Let p = m l n and let 8 = {F1 I fiwl, F21AwI, ;;lp’wr, G I u}, where M = w3 if 
rt = 0 and1 u= [to, . . . , t,+.l, wg] if n > 0. 
If n = 0, then dI 8 = uvl = [[pa, fib], a] = [[a, b], a! = [[a, b], uq] = e,t9. Similarly, 
dzt? = [[b, a], a] = e2Q. 
1, . . . 3 tn-lq, [[pa, 263, a]]. 
t do taI,a]. i9"@9 n-l 19 n NOW M?l = 
ee zz. 
t,pl, a], so that Similarly, 
Ct Qfl2, . ..&u2.a]=d28. 
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Torus 8 is a unifier for {WI, el), (d2, e2% 
y if’, Suppose 8 is a unifier for {(dl, eJ, (62, e2)) such that {FI 1 tiwl, 
1 p+~} c 8. This unifier 8 must also contain 6 1 u for some ter 
(I) CSCQ = d18 = e@ = [[a, b?, uq]; 
(2) 1:u2 = &t9 = e20 = [Lb, a], UT& 
(Zonsecjuently, either u = w3 or else u = [r, J] for some terms r and r’. 
Suppose u = w3. Then ual = [[pa, fib], a] and ZCTI = a. By (l), [[pa, fib], a] = 
[[a, b]? a], whence pt =Oandp=O.Hencep=ne9r andvqeared 
Suppose u = [I-, I’] f or some P and r’. Indeed, let k be the large 
U =[so 9**** SJ for some terms so, . . . , & (k >o). By (I), 
ib, bl, w-1, . . . , s&71]. By (2), [socr2, . . . , s,g,] = [[&& a], so72, . . . , Sk i2]. .Thus 
(3) so01 = [a, bj and socr2 = [b, a]; 
(4) for Oci < k, s+zrl= sj_l?l and ~,a;! = si-17-z; 
(5) &cl = [Sk-lm s&d and s&u2 = [Sk-172, s&721* 
By (3), so = [w l4 wz], that is, so = to. By (4), then, slul = for1 = +1 and ~~0-2 L= to72 = 
w2. ence s1 = tr. Applying (4) repeatedly, we infer s2 = t2, . . . , Sk _ l = t&_ l. By (5), 
&cl = [&-r?1, Sk?11 = [&o-l, SJJ& whence either Sk = w3 or else LP~ =[s, s’] for some 
terms s and s’. But in the latter case u = [sr, . . . 9 Sk_] j fs, s’]] = [sl, . . . , Sk-l, s, $‘I, 
contrary to the choice of k. Hence Sk = w3. And then &cl = [[Zz, fib], a] = 
[&cl, skq] = [[m l ka, gb], a]. Thus k = n and p = m l k = m l n. 
l?%ere is an effective method that reduces Hilbert’s Kwth 
unification problem ,for L. 
b/em to the 
Let H be any finite set of uations having the forms Xi l Xi = Xk, 
, and Xi = Cj, where the ‘s are numerical variables and the C’S 
numerical constants. A solution !or H is an assignment of nonnegative integers to 
the numerical variables that makes all the equations in H trbe. Its ffices to construct 
rs of proper terms such that there is a unifier f S if and only if 
are all the numerical variable!, in H. he terms in S wi?l 
nction variables F’l, . . . , Fq and vari 3-place functio 9 
variables Gi. Let S contain the h;slllowing pairs: 
air (ifi( &(Ta)); 
== Ci is a member of (a), @), where ci 
is the numerical value of Cj ; 
) ftx all i, j, k sue is a member of the pair 
for all i, j, k such t 
n aberye by rel~tteri 
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Let 8 be a unifier for By (1) there are ye 19 
are a solution for 
t yti =Cj; by (3) if 
iZkn, SO that ni + nj = nk; and by (4) and the Lemma, if Xi l Xi = 
1 fiiW1, Fj 1 fijlWl, Fk 1 FJkWl} c 8, k2k = PZi ’ BP 
of nl, . . . , n, to X1, . . . , Xq is a solution for 
s i s 4. Then, 8 is a unifier for each pair of 
proper terms specified in (l)-(3). Now suppose 50 that fli l 12j = nk. 
By the Lemma there is a term u such. that if 0 contains GlI u as well (where 
I = 2i3’5k), then 8 is a unifier for the two pairs specified in (4). 
er re S 
(i) We required language E to contain two individual constants 1z and t, and one 
2-place function constant g. This requirement may be weakened: we do not in fact 
need the individual constants. For let x be an individual variable of E. We -may 
replace all occurrences of a and b in the terms used in Section 2 by occurrences of 
Rx, xl, xl ad Lx, Cx, 41, respectively; the proofs still are valid. We cannot, 
however, dispense with functi,on constants. Indeed, if L contains no function 
constants, then the unification problem is trivially dccidbble. For suppose d and 
e are terms such that d = F(&, . . . , d,) and e = G(Q, . . . , e,), where F and G 
are function variables; let u be any term of degree 0, and let 8 = {Flu, Glu}. 
Then 0 is a unifier for (d, e). 
(ii) In [2] Parikh considered the problem of determining, given any k > 0 and any 
formula F of the standard formulation of Peano Arithmetic, whether Fe has a proof in 
Peano Arithmetic contain!ng at most k lines. He showed this problem reducible to 
the following form of the second-order unification problem. The second-order 
language L contains these constants: as individual constants the variables and zero 
sign of Peano Arithmetic; as a l-place function constant the successor sign of 
Peano Arithmetic; and as 2-place function constants the addition and multiplication 
signs of Peano Arithmetic. The problem is then to determine, given as*y pair (d, e) 
of terms of L, whether there exists a unifier 0 for (d, e) such that de contains no 
variables of L. Clearly the proof in Section 2 above establishes the undecidability 
of this problem. Hence Parikh’s reduction does not settle the status of the k-line 
provability problem for Peano Arithmetic. Indeed, the decidability of that 
problem remains open. 
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